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Impact of renewables on relay protection operation 
 
 

Abstract. The current trend in the development of electric power systems is the integration of renewable energy sources in the form of distributed 
generation. It was revealed that one of the main reasons inhibiting this process is a change in the EPS operating modes, which in turn has a 
significant impact on the operation of relay protection and automation and, as a consequence, on their setting. A decrease in sensitivity and a 
violation of relay protection selectivity in distribution network in the case of integration of wind power generation into EPS have been experimentally 
proved. An important factor is the capacity and location of the wind power generation facilities connection. In addition, the article analyzes the 
existing approaches to implement the relay protection of such power systems. As a result, it is theoretically proved the need to develop new methods 
and means for comprehensive setting up of relay protection and automation, since existing approaches either limit the integration of new 
installations, or they are difficult to implement, or not flexible enough. 
 
Streszczenie. W rozproszonych sieciach w skład których wchodzą odnawialne źródła energii pojawia się problem zmiany warunków pracy 
przekaźnikowych systemów zabeW artykuler analizowano wpływ odnawialnych źródeł energii na systemy zabezpieczeń. zpieczeń. Wykazano że 
istnieje potrzeba opracowania nowych metod zabezpieczeń ponieważ istniejące mają ograniczone możliwości zastosowań. Wpływ odnawialnych 
źródeł energii na systemy zabezpieczeń 
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1. Introduction 

According to the statistics [1] over the past 15 years, 
the increase in electricity consumption amounted to 
approximately 35-40%. This trend leads to the need for new 
energy supply capacity, which are mainly based on the use 
of fossil resources. Moreover, in the developed countries, 
one of the priority directions for the development of electric 
power systems (EPS) is the transition to renewable energy 
sources (RES). The total power generated by RES using 
wind and solar energy has increased by more than 30% 
over the past 15 years. According to the European Union 
plans, the share of RES by 2020 should be 20%, and by 
2050 – 80-95% [2]. However, the actual figures are much 
more modest and hardly half of the planned volume. 

One of the main reasons inhibiting the integration of 
RES is the change in the EPS operation modes, which in 
turn has a significant impact on the operation of relay 
protection (RP) and automation. 

The challenge of adequate EPS control and 
protection remains relevant, due to the complexity of its 
solution. The latter, in turn, is due to the fact that any EPS is 
a complex, nonlinear, multi-parameter and dynamic system. 
The authors are implementing a project aimed at studying 
the processes in EPS, as well as the development of 
methods and means for determining the settings of RP, 
which ensure their reliable and efficient operation in specific 
operating conditions. At the same time, it is impossible not 
to take into account the previously noted trend in the 
development of EPS. In this regard, the aim of the first 
stage of the project, devoted to the study of modern EPS, 
containing in particular RES, was a theoretical and 
experimental study of the processes in such power 
systems, as well as a preliminary assessment of their 
impact on the operation of RP devices. The results of this 
work are reflected further in the article. 

 
2. Materials and methods 
2.1. Theoretical part 

Distribution networks with one source of supply, as a 
rule, are protected by overcurrent protection. In the case of 
a more complex network configuration, directional 
overcurrent protection is used. As it is known, such 
protections are not installed in loop networks with several 
power sources. Although, in the case of using RES as 
distributed generation, the radial network transforms into 

network with loop architecture, consequently, directional 
overcurrent protection with fixed time dial setting and plug 
multiplier setting cannot be used. The value of the short-
circuit current and its direction depends on the type, 
capacity and location of RES in the network [3, 4]. The main 
issues of ensuring the correct RP operation during the RES 
integration are discussed below: 

(1) Protection Insensitivity. The integration of RES, 
depending on the type, capacity and installation location, 
can significantly affect on the short-circuit current. For 
synchronous types of RES (small hydro power plants), the 
short-circuit current can exceed the calculated rated current 
by 5-6 times. Inverter-based RES (such as photovoltaic 
power station) generate a small short-circuit current in the 
range from 1.1 to 2 times the rated current. This may not be 
enough for overcurrent protection tripping for circuits, as 
shown in Figure 1a. 

(2) Violation of Selectivity. The large-scale 
integration of RES into distribution networks leads to the 
fact that they create a bi-directional short-circuit current on 
most feeders. Non-directional overcurrent protection cannot 
provide selective protection for such networks. As shown in 
Figure 1b, in case of a short-circuit, relay R2 may trip earlier 
than relay R1. In large interconnected distribution networks, 
some relays may trip before the previous relay has tripped, 
resulting in the disconnection of most elements of the 
network. 

(3) Autoreclosing Issues. As shown in Figure 2, 
when the fault is partially cleared on one side where 
autoreclosing devices are installed, it is still supplied by 
RES. The short-circuit current generated by RES can cause 
an electric arc through the autoreclosing circuit breaker. 

 
2.2 Practical part 

The formulated above features of EPS with RES are 
confirmed by the following studies for the IEEE 14-bus 
modified test system (Figure 3). The studies, described in 
the article, were carried out via the hardware-software 
power system simulator – Hybrid Real-Time Power System 
Simulator (HRTSim) [5, 6]. A specialized hybrid processor 
compatible with the HRTSim was developed for adequate 
and comprehensive simulation of a wind power plant 
(WPP). The following is a brief summary of the specialized 
hybrid processor structure, the combination of which forms 
a WPP of any rated capacity. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Impact of RES on the protection sensitivity; (b) Impact of 
RES on the protection selectivity 

 
Fig. 2. Autoreclosing issues in case of RES connection to the 
network, where AR is an autorecloser 
 

The wind turbine power generation system is an 
electromechanical complex for converting the mechanical 
energy of rotation of a rotor hub with low-speed shaft into 
electrical energy and its further transmission. The main 
element of a wind turbine is either an electrical machine, or 
a combination of electrical machine with power electronics 
devices and electronic control devices – a machine-
converter system [7]. 

 
Fig. 3. The single-phase view of simulated EPS – IEEE 14-bus 
modified test system 
 

The type of electrical machine used in wind turbine 
depends on the capacity of the installation and the nature of 
the consumers. Electrical machines must satisfy certain 
requirements, the most important of which are: high 
reliability in operation under various operating conditions, 
ease of maintenance, specified service life [7]. 

 

There are structurally distinguish wind turbines with 
horizontal and vertical axes of rotation. At present, wind 
turbines with a horizontal axis of rotation have become 
widespread for power generation on an industrial scale due 
to their advantages; its share in the modern market is about 
91% [8, 9]. 

Wind turbine manufacturers have developed 
universal models for assessing the electrical and 
mechanical behavior of generators with a high level of 
accuracy [10, 11]. However, detailed models from 
manufacturers are not suitable for modeling and studying 
the dynamic stability of large-scale power systems due to 
the large amount of input data, and the high complexity of 
computational operations, as well as the use of such 
models for scientific purposes is limited by the 
confidentiality of such information [12, 13]. In order to solve 
these issues, the International Electrotechnical Commission 
(IEC) developed the IEC 61400-27 standard [14] regarding 
the definition of general (simplified or standard) dynamic 
models for wind turbines. According to the standard and the 
provisions of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE) [15, 16], it is accepted to classify wind 
turbines by the electrical machines type (Figure 4). 

Type-1 and Type-2 wind turbines are obsolete 
installations used since the beginning of the 80s. Due to the 
low efficiency compared to Type-3 and Type-4 wind 
turbines, Type-1 and Type-2 turbines are less common on 
the market and are being actively replaced at the existing 
WPP [17]. However, their share in the total number of wind 
turbines is still quite large, and therefore their features must 
be taken into account in the framework of the study. The 
main disadvantages of Type-1 and Type-2 wind turbines 
include: 
 use of a gearbox (high mechanical stresses); 
 narrow range of rotor rotation speeds; 
 transduce of power fluctuations into the EPS; 
 large losses on the creation of magnetic fluxes, 
high magnetization currents; 
 power losses in the resistor (Type-2), increasing in 
proportion to the increase in slip. 

 
Fig. 4. The general topologies of wind turbine models, where GB is 
a gearbox, IG is an induction generator, SG is a synchronous 
generator, DFIG is a doubly-fed induction generator, PMSG is a 
permanent magnet synchronous generator 

 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 5. Structure of specialized hybrid processor: MPU – microprocessor unit; CPU – central processor unit; PP – peripheral processor; SwP – 
switching processor; PADC – analog-to-digital conversion processor; ADC – analog-to-digital converters; SSDCS – series and shunt digitally 
controlled three-phase switches; HCP (EM, T, R, DCC, HPF) – hybrid coprocessors of electrical machine, transformer, reactor, direct current circuit 
and high-pass filter; LAN – local area network; ED – external devices 
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Over the past decade, the most common among the 
installed facilities were variable speed wind turbine (Type-3 
and Type-4) [18, 19], which allow to achieve optimal output 
power in a wide range of wind speeds by operating the 
rotational speed as the input wind speed varies. Variable-
speed wind turbine control systems allow continuous 
operating the wind turbine rotational speed so that the wind 
turbine constantly operates at the highest level of 
aerodynamic efficiency. In general, such wind turbine are 
much more stable and have a less detrimental effect on the 
EPS operating mode compared to Type-1 and Type-2. 
Thus, the developed specialized hybrid processor 
implements such types of wind turbine – Type-3 and Type-4 
wind turbine, which are currently used in EPS. 

Structural scheme of specialized hybrid processor, 
which takes into account the additional equipment of all 
types of wind turbines topologies: drive train, gear box, 
excitation system, control systems and also all kinds of 
three-phase or single-phase series and shunt commutations 
of stator and rotor circuits, is presented in Figure 5. 
In this structural scheme: 

1. Microprocessor unit provides all the informational 
and control functions of specialized hybrid processor: 
communication with HRTSim server, receiving and 
processing simulation data, implementation of wind turbine 
control systems, simulated equipment parameters control, 
including the state of digitally controlled analog switches of 
voltage source converter (VSC) and series-shunt digitally 
controlled three-phase switches (SSDCS). Thus, VSC and 
SSDCS of specialized hybrid processor are implemented in 
analog way. 

2. Central processor unit is designed to provide 
interaction via local area network between the HRTSim 
Server and analog-to-digital conversion processor, 
peripheral processor and switching processor, and performs 
the functions of receiving EPS mode data from Server and 
its transferring to the relevant HCP, transferring of 
simulation data to Server, synchronization of all 
microprocessor units of specialized hybrid processor in 
HRTSim. 

3. Analog-to-digital conversion processor provides 
analog-to-digital conversion, reading and processing of 
HCP simulation data, and functional control, including 
dynamic, of the simulated equipment parameters setting in 
the relevant HCP, in particular parameters of electrical 
machine, coupling transformer (T), etc., as well as the 
transfer of the necessary operational data and parameters 
to peripheral processor. In addition, the analog-to-digital 
conversion processor performs digitization and functional 
processing of simulation data for the algorithms 
implementation of the VSC automatic control system: 
coordinate transformation, the formation of control actions 
for pulse-width modulation, etc. 

4. Using a peripheral processor, data is received 
from central processor unit and analog-to-digital conversion 
processor to simulate the mathematical models of drive 
train, excitation system and implementation of automatic 
control systems as well as for the formation and transferring 
of parameters into HCP electrical machine. 

5. Switching processor implements pulse-width 
modulation and the formation of control actions for digitally 
controlled analog switches of VSC and SSDCS, as well as 
protection of VSC and wind turbine in general.   

6. Each HCP is a specialized parallel digital-to-
analog structure of methodically accurate continuous 
implicit real-time integration of systems of differential 
equations of simulated equipment mathematical models 
with digital control, including functional, of these models 
parameters carried out by digital-to-analog conversion, and 

the conversion of continuous mathematical variables of 
input-output currents values, represented by instantaneous 
voltage, into the corresponding physical model currents. 

The universality of the specialized hybrid processor 
structure is achieved due to the following aspects: 

1. Using the SSDCS it is possible to configure 
various topologies of wind turbines:  
 when SSDCS1 is on, and SSDCS2, SSDCS3, 

SSDCS4 is off, Type-1 and Type-2 wind turbines 
realization is possible; 

 when SSDCS1, SSDCS3 and SSDCS4 is on, and 
SSDCS2 is off, Type-3 wind turbines realization is 
possible; 

 when SSDCS2 and SSDCS4 is on, and SSDCS1 
and SSDCS3 is off, Type-4 wind turbines realization 
is possible. 
2. Each HCP can implement various types of 

simulated equipment (for example, various types of 
electrical machines, two or three-winding transformer, 
various high-pass filter structures). 

3. The specifics of VSC physical model allows 
reproducing various topologies of VSC. 

4. To ensure the adequacy of switching processes 
simulation in power semiconductor switches, in particular, to 
ensure the current-voltage characteristics of each simulated 
switch, the developed VSC physical model is supplemented 
by corresponding RC equivalent circuits. 

As can be seen from Figure 6, the power 
characteristics of a wind turbine obtained experimentally via 
HRTSim coincide with the characteristics obtained using the 
PSCAD software, which indicates the adequate operation of 
the implemented aggregate wind turbine mathematical 
model. In addition, the obtained characteristics provide an 
opportunity to quantify the operation of a wind turbine model 
with specific parameters (radius of the blades, rated power 
of the wind turbine, etc.) at certain wind speeds and pitch 
angles. 

 
Fig. 6. Wind turbine Power-Speed Characteristic with pitch angle of 
0-25° in 5° increments 
 
3. Results and discussion 

The following are fragments of the studying results of 
the WPP impact on the RP operation. 

Case 1: the location of WPP installation – Node 14 
(110 kV) 

Experiment №1 – Line-to-line short-circuit (AB) at 
Node  13  with  a  change  in  capacity  of WPP (from 0 to 
30 MW) at Node 14. The nature of the short-circuit current 
change flowing through the transmission line L-17 is of 
interest (Figure 7) – in this case, short-circuit current 
decreases with an increase in capacity of WPP. Thus, RP 
installed at the beginning of L-17 (considering Node 9 as 
the beginning of a transmission line, and Node 14 as the 
end), at a certain capacity of WPP will not effectively 
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reserve the RP of the line L-20 (the short-circuit current 
value will be less than the protection threshold). 

Experiment №2 – Three-phase-to-ground short-
circuit at Node 13 with a change in capacity of WPP (from 0 
to 30 MW) at Node 14. In this case, it can be seen an 
increase in the value of short-circuit current flowing through 
the L-17 (Figure 8) with an increase in WPP capacity. 

Experiment №3 – Location change of a WPP with a 
rated capacity of 10 MW from Node 9 to Node 13 (a 
‘relocatable’ Node 14 with a WPP), the test disturbance is a 
line-to-line short-circuit (AB). In such experimental study, 
the short-circuit value is firstly reduced (at x < 0.5 pu, where 
x is a line impedance), and then is increased (at x > 0.5 pu) 
as shown in Figure 9. Thus, the RP installed at the 
beginning of L-17, at a certain WPP location (for example, 
from 0.28 pu to 0.62 pu) will not effectively reserve the 
protection of the line L-20 (the short-circuit current value will 
be less than the protection threshold). 

 
Fig. 7. The value of the short-circuit current flowing through the line 
L-17 in case of a line-to-line short-circuit (AB) at Node 13: 1 – 
short-circuit current value; 2 – RP threshold, installed at the 
beginning of the line L-17 

 
Fig. 8. The value of the short-circuit current flowing through the line 
L-17 in case of a three-phase-to-ground short-circuit at Node 13: 1 
– short-circuit current value; 2 – RP threshold, installed at the 
beginning of the line L-17 

 
Fig. 9. The value of the short-circuit current flowing through the line 
L-17 in case of a line-to-line short-circuit at Node 13 and a 
‘relocatable’ Node 14 with a WPP: 1 – short-circuit current value; 2 
– RP threshold, installed at the beginning of the line L-17 
 

Case 2: WPP with a rated capacity of 30 MW is 
installed in Node 14, the test disturbance is a three-phase-
to-ground short-circuit at Node 10 (Figure 3). The study of 
two issues: 

(i) issue 1 – the change of current flow direction both 
in the normal operating state and in the emergency state (in 
case of short circuit); 
(ii) issue 2 – the increase in the value of short-circuit 
current flowing through the transmission line in case of 
external SCs, consequently, the non-selective tripping of 
RP is possible (disconnection of non-damaged transmission 
line, as a result cascade shutdown of other transmission 
line is possible). 

Experiment №1 – without a WPP: as can be seen 
from Figure 10, in normal state, the current in L-17 flows 
from Node 9 to the Node 14, in case of short-circuit – the 
current value decreases, because all currents flow to the 
fault location. 

Experiment №2 – WPP with a rated capacity of 30 
MW is installed in Node 14. As can be seen from Figure 11, 
in normal state, the current in L-17 already flows from Node 
14 to Node 9 (the direction of current flow is changed), and 
in case of short-circuit – there is an increase in the value of 
current through the line due to the appearance of additional 
supply of the fault location from the WPP. 

 

 
 
Fig. 10. The RMS value of short-circuit current flowing through the 
line L-17 in normal state and in case of a three-phase-to-ground 
short-circuit at Node 10 without WPP installation 
 

 
 
Fig. 11. The RMS value of short-circuit current flowing through the 
line L-17 in normal state and in case of a three-phase-to-ground 
short-circuit at Node 10 with WPP installed in Node 14 
 

As mentioned above, the traditional principles of 
protection of energy facilities are not suitable for EPS with 
RES. The existing approaches to the protection of such 
power systems are discussed further. 

1) The protection scheme based on voltage control 
at the point of connection of RES to the network [20]. The 
main idea of this protection scheme is to reduce the short-
circuit current by RES. During an accident, the control of 
converter reference current (Iref) is carried out in accordance 
with (1). 

(1) 

max

           for 0.88 pu

   for 0.88 pu

des
ref PCC

PCC

n
ref PCC PCC

P
I U

U

I kU I U

  

  

 

where Imax is the maximum output current that 
happens at UPCC = 0.88, UPCC is the RMS voltage at the 
RES connection node, Pdes is the output desired power, k 
and n are experimentally determined constants. 

It is a rather simple method and no additional costs 
are required for its implementation. However, it may not 
operate correctly when the voltage drops due to increased 
load, starting or self-starting of motors, etc. Moreover, the 
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remoteness of the fault location from the point of voltage 
control reduces the sensitivity of such protection. 

2) Distance protection usage [21]. Distance 
protections are the most common in EPS. Compared with 
overcurrent protection, distance protections are less 
affected by changes in network configuration. Distance 
protections allow to determine the fault location: on the 
protected object or behind the protection. However, when 
assessing the sensitivity, the transition resistance is 
ignored, but in distribution networks its consideration is 
important is case of RP setting up, because the 
transmission line are short and most accidents occur 
through a large transition resistance. With the widespread 
integration of RES in the form of distributed generation, it is 
extremely difficult to take into account the transition 
resistance, so the tripping zone of distance protection 
characteristics can be either excessive or insufficient, what 
can cause protection maloperation. 

It should be noted other features of the distance 
protection operation in networks with RES. For example, a 
change in wind parameters has a significant effect on the 
tripping zone of distance protection. Fluctuations in wind 
speed lead to changes in the voltage levels in the network 
and, accordingly, to changes in the impedance controlled by 
the protection, and, as a consequence, the instability of the 
tripping zone of distance protection characteristic. Such 
uncertainty is unacceptable for the implementation of the 
protection of the EPS facilities. 

Various types of generators are used at WPP, such 
as induction and synchronous. The dynamics of the 
transients during short-circuit in case of induction-type 
generators is different in comparison with traditional 
synchronous generators, which is an important factor, but is 
not currently taken into account when forming the distance 
protection characteristic. 

3) As a solution to the problem of the correct RP 
setting up, ensuring its adequate operation in modern EPS, 
different algorithms are proposed, for example [22, 23], 
determining the volume and installation locations of RES in 
such a way that it does not affect on the settings of RP and 
accordingly their operation. Such approach eliminates the 
need for a significant update of existing methods for RP 
settings calculation, however, it inhibits the integration of 
RES. 

4) In [24], it is proposed to use the directional 
overcurrent protection with two tripping characteristics: for 
forward and reverse directions. This approach, however, is 
aimed only at solving the issue of RP coordination among 
themselves due to time delays and does not change the 
concept of overcurrent protection operation. In addition, this 
method does not solve the issue of the impact of RES on 
the short-circuit current level. 
 
4. Conclusion 

Summarizing the above, it can be confidently state 
the need to develop new methods and means for 
appropriate RP setting up, since existing approaches either 
limit the integration of new installations, or they are difficult 
to implement, or not flexible enough. 

The main condition for solving this issue is the 
possibility of a detailed analysis of the operation of RP 
protection device key circuit elements with various designs 
or architectures in specific operating modes, which will 
make it possible to evaluate the processes of changing 
currents and voltages in protected objects, conversion 
errors in measuring transformers and applied RP. This in 
turn will allow the formation of correct RP parameters 
ensuring its adequate operation in the actual operating 
conditions. Detailed mathematical models of RP make it 

possible to provide this capability in combination with an 
adequate EPS simulator. The development and research of 
such models, as well as their use for RP setting up, is 
carried out by the authors [25–27]. Positive results were 
obtained for conventional EPS, which, however, are still at 
the publication stage. The studies shown in the article 
confirmed the need to study the issue of RP setting up for 
EPS with RES. The work in this direction is already being 
pursued. 
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